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IE VOICE
comment on F.R.M. 's contract
status. "The administration sees
our relationship with F.R.M. as
employer to employee, and that
relationship is confidential. ,.
However, Ploof and Union
Organization Co-President Lin-
da Cotugno, believe that at the
end of the six-week period
F.R.M.'s contract with the col-
lege will be terminated.
Eaton said that commenting
on F.R.M.'s contract situation
would be "premature."
In the December 8 College
Voice, President Oakes Ames is
quoted saying, "I'm happy with
F.R.M. The solution Ito the eur-
rem employee discontent] isn't
to let F.R.M. go."
Ploof said that Eaton did not
indicate when the cooling off
period had begun, but Ploof
suspects that it will end
February 29 or March I.
If that is the case. F.R.M.'s
members of the administration.
The employee's name and the
specific content of the phony ap~ -
plication were not released.
In addition to his other punish-
ment, the employee will have 1O
attend a racial awareness
workshop and write two letters
of apology: one to the student
involved and one to be posted in
Physical Plant.
However, Lisa Middleton. an
intern at Unity House, the Col-
lege's Minority Cultural Center,
said that the punishment is too
lenient. She added, "The ad-
ministration is just going
through the motions."
Grissel Hodge, director of
Unity House, sees·this as a dif-
ficult situation because there is
no precedent. "We don't have
any steps to follow about what
we shou Id do," said Hodge.
This incident is unlike most
racial incidents, according to
F.R.M. in cooling offperiod
Employees suspect that F.R.M. contract will be terminated
termination will coincide with a
union vote scheduled for Thurs-
day, March 3.
"They are only going to use
this to pacify and to sway
votes." Cotugno said.
According to Ploof. Bill
~~it:~'--- __ ---"""- ----J
Juanita Castro speaking in Dana Hall Wednesday night
Juanita Castro speaks out
against brother's dictatorship
Lisa Broujos
The College Voice
Juanita Castro, a woman who
gave up her comfortable home in
Cuba, renounced any loyalty to
her dictator brother, Fidel, and
dedicated her life for the welfare
of the poor people in Cuba,
came to speak last Wednesday
night in front of a group of about
700 people in Dana Hall.
Ms. Castro came to speak as a
part of the S.A.C. mini-series on
human rights. She had not
publicly spoken out against the
leftist dictatorship of her
brother, Fidel Castro, in 10
years.
Since she usually does not
travel around giving lectures,
Ms. Castro came to Connecticut
College from Miami, Florida as
a personal favor to Quentin
Nason, '88, S.A.C. chairman
who played a major part in
organizing the whole series.
Nason, who also lives in Miami,
had known about her controver-
sial stance and the social work
she does for Cubans through her
pharmacy in Miami.
Nason said that due to the rari-
ty of her breaking familial ties
and speaking out in public
against her dictator brother, UPI
(United Press International)
wrote a seven paragraph article
in English and Spanish on Ms.
Castro's visit to Conncecticut
College.
•. My brother dedicates
himself to the systematic viola-
tion of human rights ... and I
can't support that," she said.
While giving numerous ex-
amples of people that have been
politically persecuted, Ms.
Castro with a thick Spanish ac-
cent fervently spoke out against
the dictatorship of her brother.
Fidel Castro came into power
in 1959 when he and his sup-
porters overthrew the conser-
vative dicatorship of General
Fulgencio Batista. Fidel then
proceeded to continue the dic-
tatorship makinghimselfthe dic-
tator. Ms. Castro said that she
and the people who fought with
him were upset since "We
fought against Batista to have a
democracy not anolher
dictator. "
Fidel and his army began
committing atrocities against
see Castro page J 0
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dlllIt a caiIglll a mat>-nngll ~'. laete<l tlle man 'II ...
Pizza unffonn looking lot<> a sbowedtalf in tlle"" _ WIlI$1afer ~lImIlIl Ii!Y ~ w ~
cond floor balhroom of Wri8lt1 DormilQry Police if..~ 10 l¥~~ ~
Mindy Claveys 89, entered tlle Ilathroom to fronIll/$ MprevlOll5'e'Cj>h til_IS
find a mat> doWn on his Iulnds and knees looking AccQrdIng 10 OireCtor of Catnpus Safely
under Ilte door of a shower stall. Surprised, Charles Richards. Horne asalfl said lhal be was
Claveys asked if she could help him with anything, told he could use tlle balhroom but this tintcP
"He jumped up and he W1lSkind of flustered," he heard water l'UlIIlfng and Jl$Iked undiei' !fie
Claveys explained. "He said he was making a shower stall because he was CW'JOU$ as 10 whal it
delivery. mumbled something else and then daned could be,
out." "ThIS Is Jl()\ an iSolated ilIcidenl: said
Suspicious. Claveys went around her hall asking Richards."It wornes us but there is nothing we
if anyone had ordered a pizza. Finding that no one can do. During tlle day lhere are many pOOpIe OIl
had. Claveys went down to report the incidem 10 campus who dObusiness. visit tlle colleg-., esc, and
Wright Housefellow, Jeff Lara ·SS. As Claveys we don 'I warn 10 stop them from enrennl1 campus.
was explaining tlle incident, the man she had just We counr on the studenl5 wbo hopefully willllOliry
seen in the bathroom came down the stairs at us if anything suspicious is ~"ng on."
which lime Laro stopped him for questioning. Horne is presently banned from campus llild is
•'He said he was unsure as to whether it was a subject 10 arrest if he is found on ca'mpus grounds
men's or women's bathroom. He was previously again without permission from Presidenl Ames.
told by other students that he could use it but he No charges are belllg pressed by the College or tlle
said he heard a women 's voice, thou t il WBS:.,:'lt......:.::;ludentwbo Was in lhe shower".. _
Physical Plant employee suspended
after distributing racist application
Adfontes
Isabel Thompson
News Editor
Richard Eaton, treasurer of
Connecticut College, revealed
last Wednesday that Facilities
Resource Management Com-
pany (F.R.M.l is in "a six-
week cooling off period."
F.R.M. is a consulting firm
hired by the administration to
manage the College's physical
plant and to advise the College
on ways to conserve energy and
save money.
Eaton confirmed, in a
telephone interview Saturday,
that F.R.M. is indeed in the
"six-week cooling off period."
Bob Ploof, co-president of the
union organization committee,
said that Eaton admitted at a
Wednesday, February 25
meeting that the "six-week cool-
ing off period" is in effect. "
Director of College Relations.
Julie Quinn said she could not
by Shannon Stelley
The College Voke
A Physical Plant employee
who gave out a phony "applica-
tion for employment" which
portrayed blacks and Hispanics
as stupid and incompetent was
suspended for two weeks
without pay and is on 90 days
probation.
Speaking about the incident,
Judith Kirmmse, Affirmative
Action Officer, said "It is im~
portant that the whole college
community understand that
racist acts will not be tolerated
by the administration."
The incident occurred on
January 21 when the employee
handed the phony application to
a student working on the
grounds crew during winter
break. On January 25 the student
reported the incident to Kirm-
rose, who informed the Presi-
dent, Oakes Ames and other
Ru-hard Eaton, treasurer oftht' Cnlll'Kt'
Susan Howson. a member of lhe
Executive Board of Society
Organized Against Racism
(S.O.A.R.). In this case.
"there's a hardcore fac£. a piece
of paper'" which makes it easier
for the administration to res-
pond.
Middleton suggested that an
open leiter be sent from the
President to the College com-
munity explaining the incident
so that the person could be used
as .an example to educate the
community. "So many people
think [racism] IS not a
problem," Middleton said.
It' s.. important for people to
know that it is."
Kirmmse agreed with Mid-
dleton, but added a note of cau-
rion. "Too much publicity could
make it not work," she warned.
"If there's a spotlight on [the
employee], he'll be paralyzed."
VIEWPOINT...;
i Praise for state of education article-
~
To the Editor:
I'm writing 10 compliment you on
"Bloom and the stare of education at
Corm.' (by Tbom Pozen. February 16.
page five). I read The Closing of lh~
Amt'rican Mind a few months ago and
found it the latest in a continuing yet
disparate barrage of contemporary in-
tellectual development. Tbe perennial
appearance of shortsighted. amsroncal
diatribes against prevailing cultural
..ycerns-educatlcn. governrnem. news
media-makes me think that the bad
social critic must be a Jungian archetype
into w hich weaker minds occasionally
fall.
I appreciated the lad. of 0\ en bias in
your article. And while I thought
Oakes's (President Ames] comments
were cheracterisucally simplistic and
based on partial knowledge. I would
have 10 agree with him. I found Bloom's
obnoxious ignorance of the changing
socioeconomic needs and stimuli of
students through lime to be particularly
negligent. How sad thai so much lime
went into such an unconsuucnve project.
While I have many qualms about
education and intellectualism at Connec-
ticut {College), I think Procter misses the
mark. We are in a decade of anti-
intellectualism. As with so many cultural
trends, the pendulum is bound to swing
back.
Anyway. I didn'[ mean to wallpaper
your [office) with my own opinions,
rather Iwanted to compliment you on a
timely article.
Okay, one last point: Why doesn't
Bloom lambast the really tragic flaw in
our educational system, thai is, its very
limited ability to provide affordable
higher education to all?
I look forward 10 readt-.g the next in
your series.
Yours.
Tom Wilinsky, '86
New York, New York
Voice accused of withholding information
To the Editor:
As members ofS.O.A.R .. Umoja. and
La Unidad. we ihinJ.. it is important for
the college community to know when
...crious racial incidents occur on cam-
pus. We also believe [hat it is the respon·
...ibility of the Voice to inform the college
of such events. Three weeks ago. a
blatantly racist act took place at Conn.
The administration was alerted and
President Oakes Ames and Affirmative
Action Officer Judith Kirmmse im-
mediately look action against the of-
fender. It is crucial that the college com-
munity be informed of the incident, we
arc profoundly dissappcirned that the
Vnice has not covered the "tory.
An article written by members of
S.O.A.R. and Judith Kirmmse was sub-
mitted on January 28 for publication in
thi-, newspaper. The article discussed the
racist act and the administration's
response. The article was not printed in
the February 2 issue of the Voice, and
we were given a series of excuses as to
why it had not appeared. We were {old
that the article had not been published
because the situation had "been dealt
with already." and was therefore no
longer of interest to the community.
This. however. is nor an acceptable
response. The community still had a
right 10 know what had happened.
Another week passed. and again the arti-
cle was not primed. Upon inquiring. we
were told the article had not been
published in the February 9 issue
because it was Voice policy to print only'
stories that have been wnnen by staff
writers. Respecting Voice policy, a
meeting was held with the Affirmative
Action Officer, members of S.O.A.R ..
Umoja. La Unidad. and reporters from
the Voice staff to ensure that the Voice
had adequate information to write the 'ar-
ticle. A third week passed, the story was
not covered. and we were given yet
another excuse. We were informed that
there had been no "pace in the February
16 issue for the article. As we read the
Voice issue of the past week. the
February 23 edition, we saw cartoons,
drawings. and other fillers. Granted. this
is an important place for the college ar-
From the Publisher
Letter to the Community:
You've probably seen them around campus.
They're little signs which accuse the Voice of
"censorship" because we haven't published an ar-
ticle regarding racism. S.O.A.R .. or people con-
nected with it, is convinced that we, for some
reason which it declines ro explain, are holding
back on publishing this article detailing an act of
blalant racism. Censorship? No.
The article in question deals with a delicate sub-
jecl. It seems thal a College employee gave a stu-
dent a "joke" employmenl application which was
thematically racist and patently insulting to the
Community. Certainly, this is a newsworthy event
which merits coverage in the newspaper.
The matter came to our attention when a note
tilled "Article for the Voice" appeared in our
box. It briefly detailed the events of the racist inci-
dent. We assumed that it was a news tip. Of
course, we did not publish the note. We found out
later that the note, which was written by members
of S.O.A.R. with Judith Kirrnmse, a member of
the Administration, was intended for publication,
verbatim. It is a policy of all newspapers, in-
cluding this one. not to publish "news stories"
which are written by outside sources. The reason
for this policy is simple. All news articles must be
balanced to include all points of view; further-
more, the reporter may not be involved in any way
in the incident on which he or she is reporting. An
article written by a member of the Administration
and S.O.A.R. cannot be, by newspaper definiton,
balanced and objective.
And so, the News Department assigned the stqry
and it was written. Representatives from
S.O.A.R. pressed for its immediate publication.
The News Editor, Isabel Thompson, informed
them that it would be printed as space allowed.
The newspages are crowded and space is reserved
two weeks in advance.
Last week the article's turn to be printed came
up, and it was allotted a space on page one. What
happened then -- and for this it seems S.O.A.R.
screams censorship -- was that I and the Editor-in-
nsts to demonstrate their talents, but the
information that we were reponing was
also worthy of being printed.
Members of the student body. faculty.
and staff have a right to know what is oc-
curing within our community. Racism is
a problem on the Connecticut College
campus, and by witholding this informa-
lion, the Voice is an accomplice in
perpetuating the myth that racism is "not
here." Throughout this year, the Voice
has been truly supportive of minority af-
fairs. It is unfortunate that this incident
has jeopardized its good standing with in
both the minority community and the
campus community as a whole by not br-
inging this issue 10 the forefront. While
we respect the editorial powers of the
Voice staff', we believe that the Voice has
a professional responsibility to keep the
community abreast of situations that ef-
fect us all.
Sincerely.
Sheila Gallagher
Tracy Smith
Michelle De La Uz
Dorlet Larder
Chief, Thorn Pozen, decided that the story written
needed some expansion and clarification. This
story merits a comprehensive treatment and not
just a shallow and hurried glimpse at the raw facts.
We decided to hold the story until it could be
rewritten; in other words, we wanted a better story
which could provide justice to the event.
rt's surprising that S.O.A.R. or its supporters
should be laking this radical line with Ihe Voice.
Trying to buHy and pressure the newspaper seems
counterproductive in our relationship which dates
- back to S.O.A.R. 's founding. It was the Voice that
devoted full page coverage of events in Connec-
ticut College's racism awareness movement. Dr.
Charles King's program four years ago was the
center piece of a highly regarded look at racism.
American Pictures also was featured in a full page
article. (In fact, the Trustees of The College Voice
Publshing Group Fund, Inc., made a sizable dona-
tion for the return of American Pictures later on in
the semester.) The creation of S.O.A.R. and the
subsequent take-over of Fanning not only received
comprehensive coverage, but was also en-
thusiastically supported in editorials. Our record
shows complete concern for racism awareness.
We are concerned that everything printed on the
subject represents events accurately. It's a policy
which embraces all our coverage. It's a policy that
guides all our decisons to publish or not to publish
major news stories.
Those folks that put up the censorship signs
could not have been thinking about the Voice's
long-standing progressive editorial policy. But
beyond that, they fail to explain why we would
censor ourselves. Who or what were we supposed
to be protecting? Their claim just doesn't make
sense.
I invite those people who put up the posters to
speak to Thorn POlen or myself. We will be happy
~to discuss' the" whole story generation and
publishing procedure. Only through dialogue, and
not through pressure, can issues be resolved.
Sincerely yours,
Fernando Espuelas-Asenjo
Publisher
Chavez brings reminder of
union's importance
Cesar Chavez, President and founder of the United
Farm Worker's Union (U.F.W.) is speaking at Connec-
ticut College this Wednesday, March 2. Living and
working as a migrant worker in California. Chavez has
been fighting for the rights of migrant workers since the
1950's.
Chavez's visit the day before Conn. 's own union vote
should give the Community cause to reflect on labor-
management relations. This space spoke of the death of
the Conn. "family" of workers and administrators
sometime ago. This family has been replaced by an effi-
cient and professional corporate atmosphere. The
workers which had "grown-up" in that dead family have
never been able to adjust 10 the transformation into cor-
porate business. Is this the worker's fault, or does it lie
with the administration?
The message of Chavez's activities is that workers
deserve to be treated with respect. Workers don't sur-
render their rights as human beings when they enter into
the workplace. When the employer changes the rules
without the consideration of how the change affects the
worker, it is overstepping its bounds.
The coming of the union to Conn. will be sad indeed
for it represents the end of an uneccesary struggle. The
organization of the union will signal the last pary and
thrust of a sword fight begun by the administration when
it brought in F .R.M. to "manage" the College's
physical plant. Blood has been spilled on both sides; and
that is unfortunate. since the blood belongs to that old
"Conn. Family" of workers and administrators.
The union will serve as a shield to protect the workers
from the Administration's arbitrary actions. The College
would collapse without the good will and loyalty of its
workers, The administration forgot that; the union will
remind them.
We hope Chavez's visit will make us all aware of the
positive effects of union representation. The shiny aIIG
new Connecticut College Corporation corporate staff
must have its ual in the workers -- the union.
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CONNTHOUGHT
EMPLOYEES:
"We must unite"
by Bob Ploof and Linda Cotugno
Our days grow long as the
struggle continues to organize
the' Serv ice and Maintenance
workers of Connecticut College.
We, the workers, need to have
some say in our own future. We
need to empower ourselves by
joining forces, by working
together towards a common
cause--us-·the whole college
community.
The union seeks to improve
communication. The administra-
tion is the one, not F.R.M., that
has destroyed any feeling of
community that the communica-
tions of former years brought.
Don't let the administration tell
you otherwise, a union makes us
all equals, it makes us stronger,
all of us together. A union will
improve the workers' com-
munication with the administra-
tion, by letting us discuss mat-
ters as equals.
The union also seeks a written
contract for the. workers of this
college. We workers need a
written contract, which- will
guarantee our wages and work-
ing conditions. Presently we live
by day to day non-legally bin-
ding rulings, that give the ad-
ministration the right to rescind
whatever they choose, whenever
they choose to do so.
President of the College,
Oakes Ames: stated in a meeting
with the Union Organizing
Committee, last month, that he
would not give voluntary
recognition to the union. He did,
however, promise us that no one
would interfere with our move-
ment. But, since our hearing
with the National Labor Rela-
tions Board, last month, quite a
few things have occurred to
disprove the President's pro-
mise.
The administration, since our
hearing, has removed the work-
ing foremen from the union pro-
cess (a move we belive was
designed to weaken us). They
have brought in a professional
"union buster," Jack Haskell.
And, as fast as we can put up in-
formational fliers on bulletin
boards, the administration is tak-
ing them down. So, who is try-
ing to inform whom. We want
people to know the facts, ob-
viously the administration feels
differently. Are they afraid of
the truth? Finally, the ad-
ministration has constantly, in
the last few weeks, been meeting
with workers in groups, and in-
dividually, to dissuade them
from their pro-union position.
None of this represents the non-
interference that President Ames
promised.
The fact of the matter is that a
union is in the best interest of the
staff of this college, and
therefore is in the best interest of
this whole college community.
The administration has been
consistently insensitive to our
needs, and now is trying
desperately, in these long days,
to cloud the issues to their favor.
We are not afraid of the truth.
We invite you to come to our
meetings and find out the facts
for yourself. Don't be fooled by
the administration. And, most
importantly, don't forget to vote
[non-academic staff] March third.
Bob Ploof and Linda Cotugno
are Co-Presidents of the Union
Organizing Committee, as well
as employees of Connecticut
College's deportment of
Physical Plant.
INQUIRING
PHOTOGRAPHE
This week's question is: Should
there be a union for the Con-
necticut College workers?
question and photographs by
M.W. Coffeyand Kieran Xanthos
Rick Denton '89
I think there should be a union.
Without the protection a union
affords, the workers are at the
mercy of the administration.
Katie Saunders '88
[ think the workers deserve a
union since they help out the
students so much. They deserve
fair treatment and do not deserve
to be taken advantage of.
ADMINISTRATION:
"Trust in us"
From Robert Hutton
The college administration is
most concerned that some of our
employees feel the need to join a
union as a means to improve
communications. What really
happens when they join a union
is: communication becomes
adversarial and employees
jeopardize their present levels of
pay and benefits. In actuality
they designate someone else to
represent them to bargain collec-
tively for wages, hours. benefits
and other conditions of employ-
ment. This means several impor-
tant things.
* The flexibility of staff
members coming directly to
members of management with
problems would no longer be ap-
propriate because the negotiated
contract must be followed. Ex-
ceptions cannot be considered
and union representatives
(stewards) would be spokesper-
sons. The union would become
the exclusive representative and
our employees cannot be treated
as individuals.
* Should the union win the
election, by law, all our
employees covered by the
bargaining unit would have their
wages, benefits and hours of
work frozen. Any changes to
what they have now, up or
down. better or worse have to be
the product or result of negotia-
tions. That means if negotiations
take 9 months, I years, 2 years
or longer they are frozen at cur-
rent levels of benefits and
wages.
>II Labor contracts lock
Roland Girardet '91
I believe there should be a
union. The workers rights must
be protected.
employees into agreed upon
wages and benefits for specified
time periods (usually three
years). Should outside in-
fluences permit employees not in
the bargaining unit to receive
better benefits and improved
wages, the same improvements
cannot be given to bargaining
unit employees because it was
not agreed upon at the negotia-
tion table. As an example, data
from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics show unionized
employees received an average
wage increase of2.6% in 1987
while their counterparts non-
unionized employees received
an average of 3.6%.
* The process of negotia-
tions can result in OUT employees
losing some of the things they
currently enjoy. In 198723% of
employees covered by union
contracts agreed to wage
freezes. Employees at Connec-
ticut College enjoy a significant
wage and benefit program. It
would be unfortunate to see it
jeopardized through the give and
take of negotiations.
Direct relationships between
our employees and administra-
tion are the most efficient and
productive means for all of us at
Connecticut College to work
together. It is the best way to
build trust and resolve problems
without employees gambling
their futures by promoting an
adversarial relationship.
Robert Hulton is Director of
operations at Connecticut
College and oversees the
Department of Physical Plant
Ed Hewson' 89
I am not pro-union. It creates
two distinct groups, which in-
evitably creates conflict. With a
union, a gap exists between the
workers and management. As
long as there is a. union, this gap
will widen.
Jeannette Molina '90
There should be a union. No
matter what the Connecticut
College administration says,
they do not take care of their
workers. The workers deserve
more than they are now getting.
Vincent Santo '90
] am pro-union. The staff is
very hard working. The com-
pensation they receive is not
nearly as much as they merit.
,.=====================
iFEATURES
.. It's not that the students need
more control. What we need is
more advisors who have more
concern for us through the
available information." said
Jonathan Leff, '88. He said that
"there is a lack of relevant in-
formation and suggestive
guidance .' t
According to Leff, who is a
member of Students For
Coherence in Education
[S.C. E.). the present advising
system does not provide suffi-
cient guidance because the
course catalogue fails to provide
substantial information about the
courses offered, and thus.
students are not able to seek
proper advice.
"What is lacking is a
reference guide. We need
specific information, used as a
general guide for students and
advisors," according to Leff.
The S.C.E. proposal, which
was passed unanimously by
S.G.A. and is now in commit-
by India Ellis
The College Voice
The "Infonnational Revolu-
tion" has hit Connecticut Col-
lege with full force. Computers
are popping up everywhere --in
student's rooms, in the new
Computer Labs, in the library,
and in faculty and administration
offices. The dance department
is talking about different ways in
which to utilize the new
facilities, as is the
biologylzoology department. In
the areas of math and computer
sciences there is a tremendous
interest in artificial intelligence.
But, what does it mean? In what
direction is it taking the Col-
lege? Who is in charge of
organizing the use of these com-
petent but complicated
machines?
The answers can be found in
room 112 of Bill Hall sitting
behind, what else, but an IBM
PS/2 50. If he had a name plate
on his desk it would read:
"Thomas Makofske." He is
Connecticut College's first
Director of Information Ser-
vices, a position he has occupied
for two months.
The position was created to
supervise the functioning of both
Academic and Administrative
Computing Services. The job
entails a mixture of respon-
sibilities, among which are:
planning for the implementation
of new programs involving com-
puter technology, the supervi-
sion of the staff in the Informa-
tion Services Department, and
keeping the college up-to-date
with the latest technology.
This mixture of respon-
sibilities is primarily what entic-
ed Makofske to apply for the
position. He was also impressed
by the fact that Connecticut Col-
lege considers Institutional
Research pan of Information
Services. So far he says that he
has enjoyed the working en-
vironment here, and is en-
couraged by the innovative ideas
of both faculty and administra-
tion. Additionally, he is en-
couraged by the ded ication and
committment on the part of the
staff.
Makofske came to Connec-
ticut College from Bryn Mawr
College in Pennsylvania after
serving four years as Director of
Adminsitrative Computing and
Telecommunications. He is
presently completing his doc-
toral thesis on Information
Systems and problems of in-
novation in county government.
Here Makofske works closely
with Sandra Austin, Director of
Academic Computer Services,
as well as with Robert 51.
Laurent, Director of Ad-
ministrave Computer Services.
He also works with the faculty to
DINO'S PIZZA
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203 Jefferson Avenue
New London. CT 443-:~2:n
*Free Delivery*
Free Soda Tuesdays
Grinders. Pasta. salads
7 Days 11 am- 1 am.r---------------------,
I DINO'S PIZZA 75' Off Medium Pizza I
I COUPON 51.00 Off Large Pizza IL .
Kirmmse said the quality of
the advising is diminished by the
fact that Professors in popular
departments such as history.
government, and economics
each have 35-40 students to ad-
vise. "It shouldn't be more than
15 students. I can't remember
fifty names. It's too much paper
and too many kids to see."
"I don't think we have a crisis
on our hands but Ido think we
have a continuing problem."
said Kirmmse. "I like advising.
I think it's good for the students;
and it's good for the professors.
But, every effort should be made
to lessen the burden. "
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Cesar Chavez, the founder of the United Farm Worker's Union
Chavez to speak
by Amanda Hathaway
Features Editor
On Wednesday March 2, in
Dana Hall, Cesar Chavez will be
speaking as part of S.A.C. 's
Human Rights Mini-Series.
Chavez is the President and
founder of the United Farm
Worker's Union (U.F.W.), and
has been fighting for the rights
of migrant workers and for con-
sumer safety since the 1950's.
Chavez lives and works as a
migrant worker in California:
He has led and fought for many
boycotts throughout his union
career; he is presently leading a
boycott of California table
grapes because of pesticides that
he claims the growers are using
on the grapes. These pesticides
have been shown to be extreme-
ly hazardous to the health of the
workers, and through the
boycott Chavez hopes to ban
five specific pesticides as well as
lead the way for free and fair
elections for farm workers, and
good-faith bargaining by the
S.G.A. Brief
Thursday, February 25
OFFlCER REPORTS: Tom
Price, S.G.A. vice-president,
told the assembly that the
trustees have agreed to raise the
student activities fund to $125
per year. This will add about
$20,000 to the student activities
budget.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
There was a committee caucus
in which every standing S.G.A_
committee gave a brief report.
The 'Scholarship and Intern-
ship Committee announced that
they had raised $5,500 of their
$9,000 goal. They have paid the
final installment for the South
African student's education and
are currently deciding whether
or not to sponsor another stu-
dent. They also announced the
Philip Goldberg interns: Vic
DiGravio and Sandy Pfaff:
growers.
The third point that the
boycott hopes to achieve is joint
U.F.W.-grower testing for
poisonous residues on the grapes
sold in stores. Quentin Nason,
'~88, chairman of S.A.C., said
of Chavez's appearance, "He's
coming here to speak, but he's
also trying to gain support for
the boycott. He's really trying
to get people to realize the plight
of the migrant worker. "
During Chavez's presenta-
tion, he will be showing a 14
minute movie, which depicts the
pesticide menace to farm
workers as he sees it and to the
consumers. Chavez says that
the movie "symbolizes the
threat posed to vineyard workers
and consumers by the reckless
use of deadly poisons in
agriculture. "
Nason said of Chavez, "He's
very well known: everybody
should have learnt about him in
American history at some
point"
NEW BUSINi!:SS: He use
Go vernance: After much
deliberation, the new election
format was decided. The House
Senator will' need to petition for
150 signatures outside the dorm
and submit a platform. The
House Governor will need to
petition two-thirds of their cur-
rent dorm and .. umbit a plat-
form. There will be a mandatory
informational meeting for both
positions. Both will be elected at
the first dorm meeting. The vote
of confidence procedure will re-
main the same.
Discussion: S.O.A.R., La
Unidad, Urnoja, and A.S.LA.
members were present to discuss
the recent racial incident.
Sexual Harassment Committee:
The House Presidents will
distribute and collect their
campus-wide questionnaires.
• PORTRAIT PACKAGES
• SAME DAY PROOF
• NEXT DAY PACKAGES
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~_R_o_cu-.,-s-=-:-,--C_all for revised advising
ee b~ Ale"<8ndra Stoddard tee. calls for public information ing, and therefore many pro-~ .
~ SeniorlEdiloriat Page Editor to be released by each depart- fessors are advising m great ex-
ment concerning the courses cess of the College average.
they offer. This information "We need more people to
would include the last time a spread the burden more
course was taught, the book list, equitably. If you divide the
the number of students who have number of students by the
taken the course in the past, and number of faculty, the average
the length and the number of load should be something like
papers required. twelve [students per advisor] if
Assistant Dean Of Freshman, professors are advising in excess
Joan King, said she believes that of that, who's not doing the ad-
the problems which exist in the vising?"
advising system corne from a
lack of time. "Students wait for
the very last minute then they
whiz in half an hour before
registration ends. We need to
somehow make more time
available for advising."
King said there is also a pro-
blem with students who do not
want advice. "There is an am-
bivalence on the part of students.
On the one hand they want to be
told what to do and then on the
other hand they don't, so part of
the problem is that students
don't seek it."
Bruce Kirmmse, professor of
history, said he believes there is
a lack of faculty who are advis-
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YOUR FUTURE
NOW.
Nowhere but in The College Voice will you be getting valuable pro-
fessional experience before graduation. We offer marketable ex-
perience in all areas of publishing and business.
The College Voice Publishing Group is accepting applications for all
Senior and Editorial Staff positions for the newspaper. All applicants
. will be evaluated according to their ability to compete in a demanding
working atmosphere. There is no seniority preference for appoint-
ments or subsequent promotions. The Publishing Group appoints and
promotes people based on merit - and only merit.
Your future is now.
The Executive Committee will accept applications for the following positions:
Publisher, Editor-in-Chief (newspaper); Associate Publisher; managing Editor; News
Editor; Connthought & Editorial Editor; Sports Editor; Graphics Editor; Arts & Entertain-
ment Editor; New London Focus Editor; Features Editor; Copy Editor; Advertising
Director; Operations Director; Administrative Assistant to the Publisher.
Also: Associate Editors for all departments.
All applications are due Wednesday, March 9, in the Voice office
located in Cro Rm. 21 2. Applications are available at our office. Ques-
tions should be addressed to the Managing Editor or some oth\er
member of the Executive Committee.
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Several Colleges of Oxford University have
invited WISC"to recommend qualified students
to study under the tutorial system as Visiting
Students or Associate Students for one year or
for one or two terms. Upper Sophomore status
is required, and graduate study IS available.
Integrated student housing, social activities,
tours offered by WISC. A. glecial summer
session is directed by WISe.
Past student evaluations available.
Whether you're crossing the USA,touring
Mexico,or venturing to Europe, you see
the most fascinating sites and get the
most from your dollar with today's best-
selling budget travel series. LET'S GO
takes you off the beaten path, "away from L-----J
the clutter and crowds" (tlouston Post).
"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprehensive." -Los Angeles TimesINTERN IN
WASHINGTON
SUMMER 1988
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
USA. Europe. Mexico. Britain A Ireland
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courses in Government or Journalism.
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Room 713A, 901 Six Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
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Monte Cristo Cottage curators
faithfully rennovate O'Neill's home
Walking up the steps ofEugene O'Neill's
. boyhood home was eerie.
The windy rainstorm had blown
one of rhe parlor windows open
and left the white lace curtain
damp and flapping in the breeze.
While I stood on the porch
waiting for someone to answer
the door I almost expected to see
one nf the O'Neill family ghosts.
James O'Neill bought the
Monte Cristo Cottage, named
after his life time role as the
Count of Monte Cristo, in 1884
10 serve as a summer home for
the O'Neill family and a respite
from New York City hotels in
the summertime. The house,
which still sits at 325 Pequot
Avenue. was a typical Connec-
ticut farm house with a Victorian
facade that was the style in the
1880's.
James O'Neill was a very
thrifty man. The remodeling that
was done 10 the house was
minimal and was done only to
the parts of the house thai guests
would see. For example. he had
the ceilings on the first floor
raised 1O 12 feet according to the
style of the limes bUI never rais-
ed the ceilings on the second
floor. O' eill also had a lar.ge
wooden staircase installed on the
right-hand side of the foyer but'
never bothered 10 have the win-
dow that had previously been
there removed.
"Everyone was ashamed of
the house in the O'Neill
family." said Sally Paveni.
curator of the Monte Cristo COI-
rage. "This house is just on the
edge of respectability, tottering
on where Pequot Avenue starts
to change. t' The two houses on
either side of Monte Cristo,
which at the time were owned by
middle class sea captains, were
much more elaborate than the
cottage. This was very embar-
rassing to the rest of the O'Neill
family, particularly because
Richard Mansfield, a rival actor
to James O'Neill, lived in. a
much more magnificent setting.
Pequot Avenue was also a
popular place for an afternoon
promenade for the well-to-do in
New London which meant that
the shabbiness of the cottage was
easily seen by friends of the
O'Neill,.
The Monte Cristo Cottage
served as great inspiration for
Eugene O'Neill. In his 45 works
no other residence of his is ever
mentioned. The cottage is very
prominent in both Long Day's
Journey lnto Night which earned
O'Neill the Nobel Prize and his
only comedy Ah, Wildernesst,
,. Some of the people who
have analyzed the scenery and
the furniture of O'Neill's plays
and the general description of
the sets say that, besides All,
WiJdemes.s! and Long Day's
Journey 11110Night, there are
about thirteen other plays that, if
they're not set in this house.
aspects of them are in this
house," said Paveni.
O'Neill, when drawing scene
sketches for his plays, used fur-
niture arrangement and room
layout similar to his boyhood
home.
In keeping with the tradition
of Eugene O'Neill, Pavetti and
her assistant Lois McDonald
have decorated the house as
closely as possible to the set
directions of Long Day's
Journey. Only two pieces of the
original furniture were found,
Eugene O'Neill's desk and red
vel vel chair. so that the majority
of the furnishings had to corne
from antique dealers around the
state. When decorating the
house, Pavetti and McDonald
had 10 keep in mind that James
O'Neill was very thrifty and
would not have spent a great
deal of money on furniture.
"We only have two original
pieces and everything else we' /e
acquired is from the Victorian
period. Having read Long Day's
Journey and Ah, Wilderness!
.thousands of times to catch any
nuance and using a drawing that
O'Neill had made of this house
which shows you where the fur-
nirure was placed, we tried to
recreate the setting of the
house," said Paveui,
"Louis Schaeffer, the
biographer. said that James
O'Neill would have purchased
anything that New London had
for sale for Summer cottages. He
would not have gone 10 a New
York antiques dealer looking for
fine French furniture or fine
English furniture or Irish fur-
niture. Whatever New London
had for sale, that's what they
would've purchased."
The Eugene O'Neill Theater
Center bought the Monte Cristo
COllage in 1975 from Lawrence
The past shrouds theMonte Cristo Cottage.Standing on the porch
and looking in the windows one
feels like an intruder. Surely
there are still people living here.
The house is open to the public
so that it can be seen, but there
are also things to watch here.
Wait in the front parlor. Soon
Ella O'Neill, Eugene's mother,
will drift aimlessly downstairs,
distant in a cloud of morphine.
Or perhaps she will tear
downstairs and rush outside,
frenzied because she has run out
of her supply of "medicine." It
is Ella's morphine addiction
. which is the heart of the web of
guilt and blame woven around
this house and into O'Neill's
plays.
Eugene O'Neill was born in a
hotel room in New York City in
1888. His father, James, an ac-
tor with a touring company, call-
ed the hotel doctor to help his
wife give birth. The doctor tried
to make up for his lack of skill
with liberal amounts of mor-
phine. Withi-n two years;. Ella
was addicted.
James O'Neil purchased the
Monte Cristo Cottage, on Pe-
quot Avenue in New London, as
a summer home where the fami-
ly could rest wliile James was
nOI touring. New London was a
popular upperclass resort at the
time, but the O'Neills never
became a pan of the upperclass
set that Ella aspired to. James,
always mindful of his poor
childhood, had become-miserly.
James had beautiful parquet
floors laid in the entrance hall of
the cottage, but upstairs, which
visitors would never see. plain
boards were put down, and the
rooms were low and cramped to
accomodate the stylish high ceil-
ings on the first floor.
It was while the family was in
New London that fifteen year
White who was the only other
owner of the house since the
O'Neill's left it. Fortunately,
White had done virtually no
remodeling to the house so that it
was basically in its original con-
diuon.
"The house was in desperate
shape when we bought it," said
Pavetti. "O'Neill was also not
exactly beloved in this area as a
person so we had a very difficult
rime trying to convince the City
Council that this was worthy of
the monies needed to repair it."
Reconstruction began in 1978
after While died. The structural
work was funded by the city of
New London under the Housing
and Urban Development Act.
The city gave the Theater Center
$98,700 over a three year period
in order to restore the house.
In 1981 t after the structural
work was, completed, Pavetti
and McDonald with the help of
Edgar Mayhew, the director of
the Lyman Allyn Museum,
began to search for authentic
furnishings.
"We used Edgar Mayhew
who is the director of the Lyman
Allyn Museum and taught art at
Connecticut College. He is also
an expen on American interiors
and wrote a carefully researched
coffee table book on American
inleriors," said Pavetti. "We
,."
old Eugene first learned of his
mother's addiction. A reference
to the event occurs in O'Neill's
autobiographical play, Long
Day's Journey Into Night. Ed-
mund, who is Eugene's counter-
part in the play, says, "Jamie
told me. I called him a liar! [
didn't buy or acquire a single I
piece of Victoriana unless Edgar
told us that the piece was authen-
tic. "
Pavetti became involved in the
Theater Center in the mid- '60's ]
when George White, the founder
of the Center, asked her if she
would interview old friends of eJ
O'Neill. ec
"That was it," said Paverti, CI
"I was completely mesmerized dr
erby the whole thing."
Next, White wanted her to put .m
together a major exhibit about m
O'Neill. For this Pavetti spent C(
the summer of 1966 in New
UYork City studying theater sh
research and memorabilia at y
Lincoln Center. bt
"The first thing I did was read
01all 45 plays," said Pavetti. From !\
then on she was continually m-
volved with the O'Neill Theater re
mCenter. .
"The Monte Cristo Cottage IS b41
a house of the mind, a house of
reminiscence that was impressed pe
on-O'Neill," said Pavetti. "Put- en
ting it back together was a labor ~~
of love and torment. "
-by Lisa M. Allegretto
New London Focus Editor 0
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tried to punch him In the nose.
But I' knew he wasn't lying.
God, it made everything in life
seem rotten!" Ella's addiction
hangs like a pall over the action
of the play. just as it must have
hung over Eugene's whole
childhood.
Eugene was torn between guilt
at his own role, his birth, in his
mother's addiction and rage at
his father's cheapness which had
prevented him from calling a
better doctor when his wife was
having so much difficulty giving
birth. These flashes of hostility
would leave Eugene abruptly
and did nothing to ease his cons-
cience. Eugene's older brother,
however. fought bitterly and
continually with his father.
while he adored his distant
mother. O'Neill biographer,
Louis Shaeffer suggests that
O'Neill transferred his anger
from its real object, his mother,
to his father because James was
more able to bear its weight.
O'Neill's bitter family life is
played out again and again in his
work. O'Neill tried to exorcise
the ghosts of his past through his
plays. There is a strong
matricidal tendency throughout
them. Several of his plays deal
with people struggling with their
spirituality, a thing O'Neill
wrestled with after he found out
about his mother's addiction.
The dedication to Long Day's
Journey Into Night, O'Neill's
most telling portrait of his fami-
ly life, declares, "I mean it as a
tribute to your love and
tenderness which gave me the
faith in love that enabled me to
face my dead at last and write
this play. Write it with deep pity
and understanding and
forgiveness. "
But Shaeffer doubts that
O'Neill, who he describes as an
emotional hemophiliac, never
really achieved his claim of fac-
ing his dead. Eugene's mother
eventually broke her addiction
and Eugene eventually made a
lasting peace with his father. but
neither event is suggested in the
play.
It is eerie to go to the Monte
Cristo Cottage and see the
green reading lamp and
the round oak table set up just as
it is in the play. O'Neill was
never able to really rid himself
of his family's ghosts and they
live here now.
by Isabel Thompson
News Editor
Darkness of O'Neill's plays finally brings
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D irecting O'Neill can bedangerous. One con-fronts characters in
extremis, souls living on the
edge or in the center of emotional
crisis. Situations or actions are
dramatized that can frighten or
enrage an audience; alcoholism,
.morphine addiction, infanticide.
matricide, madness, and one
could go on.
In fact, O'Neill's Desire
Under the Elms so angered and'
shocked audiences that the New
York run in 1925 was on the
brink of being closed for
obscenity, and the 1926 Los And they are friends, deman-
Angeles road company was ar- ding friends. Actors, directors,
rested and fingerprinted. Perfor- designers the world over want to
manc~ ....9L12£siLLw.e[e.J01aIl.¥- .ccme. into.cclose-vand .intimare c-
banned in Boston. contact with such works as Long
O'Neill asks the director, the Day's Journey Into Night. The
performers, and the audience to Iceman Cometh. Anna Christie,
en~er and probe a world,' a Mourning Becomes Electra, The
UOIverse, that depicts die darkest Emperor Jones, Desire Under
?f motivations and actions. To the Elms, Moon for the
Interpret such a world, the artists Misbegotten--a staggering list of
must take risks, make difficult masterpieces. The challenge of
Choices, and ask profound per- interpreting such works is for-
sonat questions. 'The audience, midable but the rewards are
too, must take risG." ' enormous.
One of the great directors of In The Shifting Point, Peter
O'Neill's work of the last Brook writes, "Theater tends to
several decades, Jose Quintero,
experienced. O'Neill's plays as
so " ... unyielding, demanding,
exacting and uncompromising
[that he was] ... filled with swea-
ty panic [and] wanted to cry out,
'Enough. Idon't know enough. I
can stretch no further." And
yet, Quintero also refers to
O'Neill's plays as "friends."
etti,
ized
I put
bout
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l at
"0 'Neill asks the director,
the performers, and the au-
dience to enter and probe a
world... "
read
'rom
, in-
rater
be an expression of the visible
known world--to allow what is
invisible and unknown to ap-
pear. .. [then] A denser truth is
revealed." This "denser truth"
is one the Greeks understood,
and it is the truth that O'Neill
elicits when one comes in deep
contact with his plays. As in
good and demanding friend-
ships, one comes to a clearer and
sharper understanding of the
self. Brook also says, it is
through the ..... burning and
fleeting taste of another world
[that] our present world is in-
tegrated and transformed." As
one works on O'Neill and con-
fronts his unyielding intellectual
and emotional demands and
seeks for deeper truth, integra-
tion and transformation occur.
The supreme task is for the artist
(Q make this happen for the au-
dience as well. This is a goal that
we have alt set for ourselves in
our work in O'Neill's enduring
masterpiece, Desire Under the
Elms.
by Linda L. He rr
Chair, Department of Theater
Director of Desire Under the Elms
~Appreciation of O'Neill ~
~
develops with intensive study ~
<3
His influence on the com-munity is unmistak-able, even unavoidable,
The magic of Eugene O'Neill
has made an indelible impres-
sion on those who have observed
even just one of the many
plays he wrote. Connecticut
College is also being swayed by
the revitalization of Eugene
O'Neill's memory. The multiple
volumes of his works in the
library are evidence of his con-
tributions to the literary and per-
forming arts worlds. The
Centennial celebration has made
these contributions the focus of
many events sponsored at Con-
necticut College this year. From
the German to the theater
departments, O'Neill has receiv-
ed appropriate acclaim.
The theater department's 203
class, the Ensemble Workshop,
was transformed this year to em-
phasize the study of O'Neill and
his work. Tom Lenoci, '90, cur-
rently enrolled in the Ensemble
class. said that some may have
been disappointed by the
restructuring of the class but he
was able to derive knowledge
beneficial to his performance in
the fali '87 main-stage produc-
tion of O'Neill's Beyond the
Horizon. In addition to their in-
class instruction students in the
class were required to attend
several of the lectures offered
about O'Neill. Because his plays
are autobiographical (and many
are set in New London), "I
found it helped a 10t. .. It helps to
know something about [O'Neill]
to better play a role in his
plays," said Lenoci.
The Ensemble Workshop also
travelled to the Monte Cristo
Cottage, O'Neill's childhood
home, to perform the scenes
from his plays that they were
studying. Kate Churchill, '90, is
also enrolled in the Theater 203
~
class and admitted that there has
been an abundance of exposure
to O'Neill this year. "It's good.
You can learn some things from
concentrating on one
playwright. I particularly didn't
like O'Neill in the beginning of
the year, but now I respect him a
lot more." Churchill com-
mented that intensive study of a
selected playwright each
semester could be an asset to the
education of theater students.
"There is something really valid
that can be effective in just look-
ing at one playwright." Chur-
chill used O'Neill as an example
of this and said that he "has very
distinctive characters and very
distinctive themes that repeat
again and again." The ensemble
class forced Churchill to do ex-
tensive research on O'Neill
which enhanced her understan-
ding of the characters and her
performance because his plays
are so autobiographical.
Recognition for O'Neill is be-
ing offered in many other ways
in addition to theater classes and
productions. Janis Soloman.
Professor of German and Direc-
tor of Modern European Studies
at Connecticut College.
delivered a lecture entitled
"O'Neill and German Expres-
sionism." Soloman said that
although she is not an expert on
O'Neill. she came into contact
with him through "the alleged
influence of German expres-
sionists" on his work. The
various facers of th is topic about
which she lectured are not things
which she explores in class. but
which strike her as interesting
and are further proof of the far-
reaching and long-lasting in-
fluence Eugene O'Neill has had
on the artistic world.
by Jackie Whiting
A &E Editor
Linda Herr. director of Desire Under the Elms
1
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'Directing O'Neill can be
dangerous. One confronts
characters in extremis, souls liv-
ing on the edge or in the center
of emotional crisis'
his snack bar. Buscerto applied
for a special use permit; a permit
under the recent zoning regula-
tion that allows businesses
which do not conform to their
zones to expand, intensify or
change their use.
On February 4, of this year,
the Planning and Zoning Com-
mission of New London
delivered its 6-1 verdict allow-
ing Buscetto 10 open a 22-seat
snack bar at Michael's Dairy.
However, this verdict came with
18 stipulations ranging from
parking regulations to a ban on
outside eating. In addition, the
snack bar cannot serve liquor,
beer, or wine and cannot open
before II a.m. or close after
10:30 p.m.
Buscetto was pleased with the
commission's decision,
regardless of stipulations. "I
was very pleased that they
granted its approval," said
buscetto. As to the stipulations,
Buscetro says, "We can live
with them. "
This battle to gain approval
was not all between Buscetto
and the Planning and Zoning
Commission. From the start,
many of the dairy's neighbors
were against the proposed snack
Michaei Busceno Jr., owner of Michael's Dairy
Buscetto says expansion of Dairy Bar
an economic must
Students help at Truman St.
"The Council wanted to do
something for the community
with tangible results that would
be close to the school and to pro-
vide a forum for our peers to
perform in," said Rob Hale who
is the council chairman.
To help Habitat for Humanity
and specifically the Truman
Street project. the council
organized a coffee house on
February 19 with talent from
each of the four classes. Pizza
and free beer were donated and
sign-up sheets for students to
work at the house were on
hand. [see Coffee House page
9·1
The Habitat for Humanity
program is the effort of a non-
profit, ecumenical organization
whose goal is to eliminate
poverty-level housing. There
are currently over 200 affiliated
projects in the United States and
Canada and in excess of 40
sponsored projects in 18
developing countries.
The funds for Habitat for
Humanity projects are given by
individuals, churches, corpora-
tions and other organizations.
Once the house has been bought
it is then restored largely
through volunteer efforts of
local churches and community
groups.
The current Truman Street
project is scheduled to be com-
pleted in ApriL A second pro-
ject has also been starred in
Groton.
bv Nanc,\ Gr'uskin
Associate Editor
Over 40 years ago. Michael
Buscetto Sr. started making ice
cream with the surplus milk at
his Montauk Avenue dairy. The
rest is ice cream lover's history
The sale of ice cream.
however. decreases a great deal
in the winter months and
Michael Buscetto Jr.. who now
runs the business, decided ex-
pansion was an economic
b.,' Carl Horner
The College Voice
The Habitat for Humanity
program of Southern Connec-
ticut bought their latest project,
located at 97 Truman Street, in
August 1987. The goal of the
project is to provide housing for
two low-income families in the
New London area.
The funding for the project
came largely from the First New
London Savings Bank who put
up $44,000 of the $60.000 need-
ed to purchase and refurbish the
house.
Julie Robison. '88. in con-
junction with the Office of
Volunteers and Career Services
at Connecticut Colleg is the pro-
gram coordinator on the Con-
necticut College campus and is
rcsponsble for recruiting peale
to help do the refurbishing work
on the house.
"I hope to get different groups.
from the campus to go down to
the house and work," said
Robison. So far members of
S.O.A.R., Abbey House and the
Senior Class Council are.among
the groups most committed to
organizing a work party and
helping the Habitat for Humani-
ty program at the house on up-
coming weekends.
S.G.A. also responded to the
Truman Street project by mak-
ing the program a part of the
Council of Class Officers
priorities.
- GREEK SAlADS
-MOUSAKA
-SEAFOOD
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- HOT OVEN GRINDERS
necessity to keep the business
afloat.
Expansion meant a small
snack bar behind the dairy that
would offer hot dogs, ham-
burgers, fries, and a place to sit
down to eat Michael's ice
cream. This expansion,
however, has been a long and
uphill battle against the Planning
and Zoning Commission and
some angry neighbors of the
dairy.
OCEAN PIZZAPALACE
10% off with
College 1.0.
The 61 year old dairy is
located in a residential zone of
New London. Busceno's first
hurdle was to apply for a special
permit to sell food and
beverages for on-site consump-
tion. However, in March of
1987, the Planning and Zoning
Commission unanimously voted
to deny a rezoning proposal for
the dairy.
Seven months 'later, Buscetto
tried a different approach to gain
the commission's approval for
bar.
"I feel that it just doesn't
belong in this residential
neighborhood," said Mrs. John
D. Crowley, of Montauk
Avenue. Crowley said that hav-
ing an ice cream parlor in the
neighborhood was hardly accep-
table. "Any more than that,
however, is simply too commer-
cial for the neighborhood," add-
ed Crowley.
Even though Buscettos first
proposal of a zone change was
denied, some neighbors feel the
new decision is just as bad. "If
he decides to sell the property,
with the new allowances in the
zoning regulations, the . new
owner could expand on the pro-
perty even more," said
Crowley.
Buscetto hoped that things
with the neighbors would return
to normal. "Everybody has a
right to their opinion and they're
welcome anytime to come over
and see it," said Buscerto. In
fact, Buscetto felt this added
publicity has only helped the
business. "Business has actual-
ly increased, the publicity has
made more people aware that the
dairy is even open in the
winter," added Buscetto.
Levin pledges economic expansion at
re-election press conference
On Tuesday, February 23, Jay
Levin (Connecticut College,
Class of 1973) announced his
bid for re-election as state
representative fur the Fortieth
district of Groton and New lon-
don.
"The reason I'm doing it is
that there is much more to be
done," said Levin. "Even over
these last two years with tremen-
dous teamwork and with reaUy
all of us pulling togelher !here
has I",,", more accomplished
than w. could've ever dreamed
possible:'
Levin COOIinued to recount that
there has been $S million in
bond IIIOIIeY released 10 both
Groton and New London in !he
last two years, Also dlere has
been a 48% increase in revenue
to the City of are- a 40% jn.
crease 18 revetlII4l to lhe City 01
New London,
"One of my panicular points
of pride (If service in this last
ooupIe of yean has been the net-
work (If _~ respoIl$C
that we've been abJ8 to set up. in
the Forlielh cIistrk:t which is
1443-0870 J
done primarily through
volunteers," said Levin. These
volunteers are responsbile for
answering !he public'. que$liollS
and bringing the concerns of the
residents of Groton and New
London to Levin's anention.
.. If 1 am fortunate enough to
be re-elected what 1want to do is
begin concentrating on planning
the future of Southeastern Con-
necticut," said Levin.
Levin intends to secure the
economic future of the area by
broadening our economic base.
He also considers the preserva-
tion of the areas" nature
resources to be an important
issue.
"We have to have an expan-
sion that ensures that living is af-
fordable SO that young people get-
ting started can find housing in
this area and not have to com-
mute Or be displaced from this
area)" said Levin.
Levin continued by expressing
his concern for workersv securi-
ty and the welfare of the senior
citizens inour area.
STOP! Look the Firehouse is not just for
Pizza! We've got a new menu plus ...
Super Happy Hour 4 to 7 Wed. & Fri.
"00\ 1a\l\? ",,,'>'1:.'" '1\1} On Top Floor wilD~a'> ~al\1:.1 From 4 to 10 nightly all drinks 100
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FREE OELIVERY
58 Brainard St., New London 442·3345
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Small
Classes Taught
by Brandeis Faculty
Close to the Excitement of Cambridge/Boston ...
Information, catalog and ·application:
Brandeis University
Summer School
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Arts &
Entertainment
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Barkley Hendricks
Conn. 's multi-faceted art professor
-------
by Tim Ziegler
Associate Editor
Barkley Hendricks has a little-
known artistic passion, a pas-
sion for photographing jazz
musicians that stems from a
lifetime love of the music itself.
Miles Davis. Carfie Mingus,
Cannonball Adderly, Dave
Brubeck ... Hendricks has shot
them all.
Now a Professor of Art at
Connecticut College, Hendricks
has been taking pictures of musi-
cians since long before he began
a career in art. He says that he
was always interested in a career
of art, •'but my record collection
was first. ••
Growing up in the 1960's in
Philadelphia, a center for jazz at
the time, Hendricks had the op-
portunity to see many of the
masters of jazz including the
Modern Jazz Quartet, Charles g
Lloyd, and Bobby Timmons. ~
Even before getting his first ~
camera in 1966, he would go to ~
shows and sometimes borrow a
camera. The: first pictures were
in black and white film which
Hendricks processed himself,
but with recent improvement in
development technology, he
now takes color slides and has
them processed.
While photographing some of
the greatest jazz musicians alive,
Hendricks has also had the op-
portunity to catch some
backstage and to speak with
them including Wynton Marsalis
and Dexter Gordon. Carrying a
camera often has given him
license to . get closer to the
players than he would have been
able to otherwise, "In certain
places, the camera is looked at
as an extension of artistry," says
Hendricks. There have been
some "tender moments," like
the time Lionel Hampton "was
all undone" gening dressed and
did not want his picture taken,
but for the most pan musicians
have been happy to be
photographed.
Barkley Hendricks
Having hundreds, maybe
thousands of pictures he's taken of
his favorite musicians in over
twenty years of being a jazz
lover, Hendricks would like to
publish a book of selected
photographs. He would like to
include writings of his ex-
periences that went along with
his photography, saying "the
pictures speak for themselves,
but there are also experiences
and little stories I could tell that
relate to some of the images
taken while' got to talk to [the
musicians] and interact with -E
them." g
While Hendricks has. through '"
photography, used his art to ~
complement music. he has also f=."taken the music and philosophy of ;::
some musicians and applied 0
them to his art. One musician ~
"whom he has photographed, the 8
late bassist and pianist Charles 0
Mingus, has been inspirational I
to him in all of his art and in
his life. Explaining how he
wrote one of his dissertations at
Yale on the music of Mingus,
Hendricks added, '" can't say
enough about the way I feel
about his music. "Among many
other of the musician's ac-
complishments that Hendricks
admires, Mingus strove to bring
a renewed respect and dignity
for jazz, and he vocalized social
issues including the problems of
racism long before it was ac-
cepted practice.
Though the list of players
Hendricks has photographed
reads like a history of modern
jazz and includes other kinds of
musicians like reggae groups
Third World and Steel Pulse,
few of the photographs have
been published. Yet even if he
never completes a book, the pic-
tures that he has taken give him
great satisfaction as individual
works, and he enjoys them as
'preservations of great musical
moments. He concludes that
whatever happens, "Even if there
isn't a book, jazz is a passion
for me ... I heard the music and
captured the image."
Conn..
.by Mel"". O'NelU
The Cotreg. Voire
On February 19, the council
of the four class presidents put
together a Coffee House for the
benefit of the Habitat for
Humanity, an .organization
responsible for the renovation of
houses for low income families
in the New London area,
Connecticut College has had
previous involvement with the
charity including S.G.A.
volunteers putting in hours there
last semester.
"We looked at a few other
organizations; but Habitat for
Humanity was the obvious
choice, " said Jim Griffin, presi-
dent of class of 1989. "We
knew we wanted this project to
b~ raisSf.,. ~!!§!..)lad to
111 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON
decide on
Griffin.
'The profit from the Coffee
House went to the Habitat for
Humanity. A donation of $1.50
was requested at tbe door. The
pizzas (about 30) were donated
by Domino's and sold for $.50 a
slice, with free beer for those of
age.
Nesbett and friends put in
many hours rehearsing for the
Coffee House before the actual
performance.
"I think some people thought
it was a spontaneous thing but
we actually worked very hard
putting it together," said
Nesbett.
'" knew Ken was technically
great, but what surprised me
was his creative talent and the
with which be put his part
443·9599 I __ IN REAR
Love and Rockeu; Earth-Sun-Moon is their latest release
Love and Rockets:
innovators in 'New Music
by Todd D. Weyman
The College Voice
Review: Love and Rocket's New
album, Earth-Sun-Moon
With their most recent album,
Earth-Sun-Moon, Love and
Rockets moves closer to becom-
ing one of the finest and most in-
novative "new wave" bands to
appear on the scene in a long
time. However, with so much
of the over-produced, unexciting
music being performed by "new
wave" bands, it's improper to
stereotype Love and Rockets
within a "new wave" set.
Love and Rockets isn't trying
to stop world hunger or bring
about nuclear disarmament; they
don't use the stage as a soap
box. Instead, Love and Rockets
do what one might expect a rock
group to do -- simply make
music for music's sake. They
obviously have their opinions,
which are undoubtedly express-
ed in their music, but, contrary
to other bands these days, they
aren't pressed on us.
Earth-Sun-Moon is built on a
solid base of two previous
albums, The Seventh Dream of
Teenage Heaven and Express
(both 1986 releases). Love and
Rockets have fashioned an
album which is gutsy, rhap-
sodic, uplifitng, and sounding
very much like such old Pink
Floyed classics Meddle and
Animals.
Coffee House benefits
Habitat for Humanity
the cause," added, together .. Amy Larimer and'
spent a lot of time on the flute
part. She did a fantastic job blen-
ding it in, Amy Brown has a
supernatural ear for harmony.
Not only is she well-trained,
because that only goes so far,
but she's very tasteful in ber har-
mony. She was just a gift from
God, "said Nesbett.
Smith added a new dimension
to music as she accompanied
Schroeder's voice and guitar
with a professional display of
sign language.
"When Liz added Tracy to
her song, it was a wonderful,
graceful touch, " said Kelly Mc-
Cann '90.
"It is a wooderful idea, to
benefit a charity and 1was so im-
pressed by all the performers,"
said GabrieJle 'adis, '89,
The album opens with a fast,
loud song called "Mirror Peo-
pie," reminiscent of many songs
from the band's previous album,
Express, especially the jagged,
distorted guitar. The next song,
"The Light," grinds along with
hallucinating synthesizer
sounds, strange lyrics, and
acoustic guitar backings. "No
New Tale To Tell" is perhaps
the most popular song to have
emerged from the album thus
far. It is both simple and com-
plicated, distinctly structured
and subtly interwoven, filled
with acoustic guitar and melodic
flutes. The hard beat of "Here
on Earth" and the guitar-driven,
'SO's·inspired sinew of "Lazy"
round out the remainder of side
one.
The album mellows on side
two with almost enrire acoustic
guitar foundations, psychedelic
synthesizers, and Floyd-like
voices and lyrics. It is, at times,
especially interesting to listen to.
From the hauntingly folksy
acoustic guitar patterns on "The
Flood" and "Rainbird ;" the
hazy, synth-filled "Telephone"
to the eerily optimistic
"Everybody Wants To Go To
Heaven," "Earth-Sun-Moon,"
and "Youth," the second side
stands in stark contrasr to many
of the tough textures of side one.
Lyrically the members of
Love and Rockets tap into a sea
.. Love and ROCkets. p. 10
The opportunity of a
lifetime in a SUlTD1er.
If you are seeking an academically
enriching summer, send for your free
information and application to:
YALE UNIVERSITY
Yale SllDUIIU Ie Special Programs
53 Wan St.-Dept. W2
P.O. Box 2145
New Haven, cr 06520
(203)4.11-2430
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Summer Language Institute
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English as a Second Language
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~J-Board holds mock trials to infrom students
§ ---------
~
G
bl Shannon Stefl)"
The Coll~e Voice
~ In order 10 inform students
about the process under which it
operates. the Judiciary Board of
Connecticut College held a
series of mock trials based on an
actual case. i'O which the
students attending played the
part of board members.
J-Board Chairman Paul Hyde.
'88. expressed a hope that the
mock trials will "make students
more familiar with not only the
process ... but the complexities"
of the cases the Board hears. He
believes that the trials will
"make it evident that things
aren 't as cut and dry as they ap-
pear. "
The case selected for the trials
involved charges of plagiarism,
lying, and destruction of college
property against five students.
The board only re-enacted the
case against one student.
In the mock case (based on a
real trial) the students' had been
assigned a group paper which
was later discovered 10 have
been copied directly from an en-
cyclopedia article.
The student denied any in-
volvement in the plagiarism. He
said that in the early stages of
writing the paper he had gotten
frustrated with how little work
the others in his group were do-
ing, and had given them his ex-
tensive research so that they
could finish the paper.
The trial began with the
reading of statements from the
accused, played by Jansen
Calamita, J-Board Rep. '90, and
the professor. The student ad-
mitted in his statement that the
paper was plagiarized, but said
the other members of the group,
to which he was signed up
unknowingly, were responsible.
After the board examined the
evidence, the accused was
brought in for a IS-minute ques-
tioning period. The initial ques-
tions dealt with his failure to
monitor the paper's progress.
After the questioning period,
Calamha made a final statement:
"I may be guilty of stupidity
and of being naive. but I am not
guilty of plagiarism."
Relavent to many board
members was the fact that the
student had abandoned the
paper. They fell that he had
essentially given up his' ights to
it and was "guilty by
negligence." In the end he was
found guilty by a vote of 7-3.
After determining guilt, the
Board decided on a punishment.
Following discussion of the
case, they decided on a letter of
censure, a semester of academic
probation, and requiring the stu-
dent to write a new paper alone.
In the actual case the Board
rendered a unanimous guilty
verdict. The student failed the
course. received a letter of cen-
sure, and was placed on
academic probation . The stu-
dent ..appealed to President
Ames, who upheld the board's
decision.
Castro receives award for human rights work
continued from page J
anyone who opposed his rule.
Ms. Castro stared that the media
was closed, mail was in-
rcrccpjcd , elections were
abolished, and hundreds of
political prisoners were taken
and persecuted. Approximately
200 prisons and concentration
camps can be found on thi.s small
\:-.\and. She fled the country in
/964.
"J was very worried about
what was happening," she said.
After telling her brother that his
violation of human rights was
unacceptable, he just told her not
to worry and that everything
would be allrighr.
Even though she was a well-
protected and privileged person
in Cuba, she decided to leave
without telling her brother that
she did not intend to return.
Since she was not able to
politically oppose her brother in
Cuba, she now tries to help the
country by sending health care
materials to the people. She
wants to emphasize that the peo-
Love and Rockets
con,;"ue.d from page. 9
of conflicting emotions. For in-
stance, in "Everybody Wants
To Go To Heaven", the lyrics
are quite thought provoking:
"The picket and the policeman ...
The astronaut in space The
skinhead and the student The
one who wears your face," and
••Do you want to see the
kingdom ... Without a king
Do you ever really wonder ... If
there is such a lhing?" Equally
creative lyrics are found in the
"Flood".
Reviews and critiques never
really do an album justice, my
opinion is different from
everyone elses. You may not
care for my views on music. To
appreciate any music you must
hear it for yourself. This is
especially the case for Love and
Rockets new album, Earth-Sun-
Moon. Daniel Ash, David J.,
and Kevin Haskins collectively
known as Love and Rockets,
are making good music, it
deserves to be listened to.
pie should not be deceived by
the false propaganda of the
regime.
One student asked her what
she thought about the situation in
Nicaragua, and Ms. Castro
replied that the Sandinista
regime was similar to the Castro
regime. She said that the same
pattern of human rights viola-
nons wi11 continue i.f the San-
dinistas remain in power.
Many students agreed with
her. yet many also believed her
statements were subjective and
misleading. Professor Lawrence
Hall, who teaches Central
American History at Connec-
ticut College, staled that "The
problem ttrnfSomeone like Ms.
Castro has is that she becomes
so violently anti-communist that
she is not objective."
"For example, she said that in
Nicaragua things were better
under Somoza [the right wing
dictator] This is simply not
true ... Somoza was a bloody dic-
tator," Hall said. He agreed Ihat
the human rights violations
Required courses don't have to be dry.
under Castro are intolerable, but
he said, "There is equal or
greater loss of human rights
under a right wing dictator. "
Hall also stated that in many
aspects such as medical care,
housing, and education, the
Cubans are better off than under
Batista .• 'But the trade off is that
they have lost their political
rights and freedom. No one can
defend Castro and his style of
government," he said.
At the end of the lecture on
Wednesday, S. A. C. awarded
her with a plaque in recognition
of her continued struggle for
human rights in Cuba. "She
choked up when we gave it to
her," Nason said, "Familial ties
wouldn't even keep her in Cuba.
She is a remarkable woman and
I'm glad Imet her."
The next speaker in the series
will be Cesar Chavez, the presi-
dent and founder of the United
Farm Workers Union (U.F.W.J,
who will speak on farm
workers' rights on Wednesday
at 7:30 in Dana Hall.
•
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F~R.M. at center of conflict
continued from page J
only two days before he was told
that he was not needed. Ploof
said that this is another indicator
that F .R.M. is on its way out.
F.R.M. has been at the center
of a growing conflict between
the administration and college
employees. Some of F.R.M.'s
budget cutting advice, which the
administration has approved,
has not been favorably received
by employees.
Ploof said rhat a lot of the con-
flict is not F.R.M.'s fault. Ac-
cording to Ploof, the administra-
tion is using F.R.M. as a
"scapegoat" for their own
policy decisions.
"It is too bad Fanning is going
to use them [F.R.M.l," Ploof
said.
A letter written to the college
community by Ames on
November 30 said, "The firm
[F.R.M.l advises the College
administration, but it is the Col-
lege administration that is
responsible for all policy deci-
sions and for the way they are
implemented. "
Cotugno said that because of
that statement of accountablilty,
F.R.M.'s leaving would not
dissuade employees from voting
in favor of the union.
Quinn, however, said, "I
believe that there will not be a
union. "
Quinn said that the administra-
tion feels that the problem is a
lack of communication between
employees and the administra-
tion.
In response to this lack of
communication, the administra-
tion has formed a committee to
discuss employee concerns.
Ploof said that the College ad-
ministration is unsympathetic
and that, "only the bottom line
counts. "
Quinn asked employees to
give the administration a second
chance. She said that the com-
mittee is the best way to ap-
proach the conflict and that the
administration hopes to foster a
"one to one level of respect"
with employees according to
Quinn, as well as dealing with
the problem through official
channels. The administration is
opposed to the formation of the
union.
The union election vote will
be held on March 3 between
6:00 AM - I :30 PM and 3:30
PM - 6:00 PM in Conn. Cave.
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Success for ski team
by Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
The Connecticut College Ski
Team posted a 12th place finish
out of 16 teams at last weekend's
Eastern Collegiate Ski Con-
ference (E.C.S.C.) champion-
ships, held at Waterville Valley,
N.H. The highlight of the day
for the Camels was their strong
ninth place result in the men's
slalom race.
The CONN skiers entered the
championships as the top
representative from the
McBryan Division of the
E.C.S.C., and competed against
some of the best teams from both
Division II and III.
The top three finishers at the
event were powerhouses
Plymouth State, Boston College,
and Clarkson.
"I think that some of the other
teams were surprised that we
were able to make such a strong
showing}" CONN team presi-
dent Greg Gigliotti ('88) said,
"especially since we don't even
have a full-time coach and our
budget is about one tenth that of
the other teams that we com-
peted against."
CONN's strong showing at
the regionals followed an im-
pressive regular season cam-
paign, with the men's team cap-
turing 11 first place finishes and
four second place results during
the winter races.
The team raced against fellow
McBryan Division schools, in-
cluding Yale, Vassar,
Wesleyan, Southern Vermont
College, Landmark College,
Daniel Webster College, and
Marist College each weekend, at
different locations throughout
Vermont.
On Saturdays. the skiers
would compete in the slalom
and on Sundays, the giant slalom
was held.
The Camel women skiers had
an especially impressive regular
season, finishing undefeated,
before placing 16th at the
regionals.
CONN Coach Scooch Capoz-
za, a member of the United
States Ski Association Downhill
Circuit, was impressed with his
team's efforts at the regionals.
"I was ecstatic about the
results," Capozza said,
"especially with the men's team
breaking into the top ten in the
slalom. That was pretty amaz-
ing. "
The 21-member CONN team
will finish off its season at a
Can-American race, which will
be held in Mont Trem Blanc
Canada during the last weekend
of CONN's spring break.
CONN was invited as one of
five teams representing the
United States.
"We came out of nowhere,
but we have now become a very
well-respected ski team,"
CONN team captain Bill Bartel
('88) said.
Gigliotti explained that the
CONN squad will be losing nine
seniors to graduation this year,
including the founding members
of the club.
"It was a really special year,
especially for the seniors,"
Gigliotti said. "After just three
years as a club sport, we have
become a solid team. We have
showed that a small group of
people can pull off a very big ac-
complishment, and we've had a
lot of fun."
Intramural A-league basketball
Final regular season standings
TEAM WIN LOSS
Public Enemy Number 1 6 1
Squids 6 1
M,F.C. 6 1
Rhinos 4 3
Alumni 3 4
B,T.S. 2 5
Chamberlains 1 6
Larry's 0 7
Playoffs begin Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in the athletic center.
COUNSELORS
. Summer employment. Female and male. Outstanding eight
week girls' camp in Maine needs instructors in the following
activities: tennis, swimming (WSI), water ski, sailing, canoe-
ing, kayaking, ropes/outdoor living skills, horseback riding,
costume director, theatre technical director, silver jewelry,
pottery, nature arts and crafts, photography, copper enamel-
ing, fine arts, arts and crafts, newsletter, gymnastics, dance,
lacrosse, field hockey, basketball, softball, and soccer. ALS
required for all waterfront positions, with WSI required, as
well, to teach swimming. Excellent salary, travel allowance,
room/board, laundry, uniforms and linens provided. For mtor-
mation and application call: 301/653-3082 or 207/998·4347
days. Evenings and weekends call 301/363-6369,
207/783-4625, or 2.03/649-4147.
Men's Basketball
Camels sink Coast Guard
Fall '88 Semester in New York City
Trinity/La Mama
Perjonning Arts Program
THEATER' DANCE
PERFORMANCE ART
Earn a full semester's graduate or undergraduate
credit from Trinity College in Hartford, CT
Program Director: Leonardo Shapiro
For more information:
Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts Program
clo La Mama E.T.C.
74A East 4th Street
New York, NY !OOO3
(212)475-6313
Applialion DeadIinc March 15
b)' Gregory Long
The College Voice
As Connecticut College
Men's Basketball Team headed
south to Washington, D.C. for
the Catholic University Tourna-
ment this past weekend
(2/26-28), it is a sure bet they
were flying high on last Tues-
day's rousing victory over Coast
Guard, 74-63.
Up until that game, CONN
did not have much to cheer about
as their two previous outings
(Wentworth Institute and Bates
College) would indicate.
Away at Wentworth, CONN
barely nudged passed the home
team, 67-65, a team CONN
should have beaten handily.
.. All road games are tough,"
Head Coach Martin Schoepfer
said. "There's a lot to be said
for home court advantage. "
The Camels shot only 67 per-
cent from the free throw line
(24-36), a particularly strong
suit for CONN, and were outre-
bounded by Wentworth 34-31.
Junior guard Frank Lombardo
led the Camels with 16 points
and six assists, while center
Dave Blair ('89) and forward
Scott Sawyer ('88) both chipped
in 12 points.
From Massachusetts, it was
north to Maine for the Camels.
as they faced tough Bates. For
Schoepfer, it might as well have
been Russia, the way" his team
was treated by what Schoepfer
called "home-town referees."
Aside from ejecting CONN's
most potent offensive weapon,
Sawyer, in the first half, and
Derric Small ('90) in the second
half; the referees handed out six
technical fouls to the visiting
team, as CONN lost 104-91.
"It certainly was a home town
job," Schoepfer said, referring
(Q the officials. "If you throw
out my leading scorer ten
minutes into the game, and then
one of my guards, what can you
do?"
"Of course, you can't give up
ten points and expect to win
either. "
The ejection of Small couldn't
overshadow his impressive of-
fensive show. Small netted 26
points (8-8 from the free throw
line), hitting two of three from
three-point land.
Blair and junior forward Ed
Hoffman scored 17 apiece, and
added rebounding muscle, pull-
ing down 14 and nine boards,
respectively.
CONN limped home to play
their last horne game--a close.
physical battle--against the
Cadets of the Coast Guard
Academy.
Both teams played aggressive
defense, which resulted In
CONN shooting only 41 percent
from the field and the Coast
Guard an abysmal 34 percent.
"Bad shooting is
contagious," Schoepfer said.
•'However, the difference was
the free throw line."
internships • seminar on contemporary
theater and dance' participatory perform-
ance workshop' performances and meet-
ings with artists • specialry classes with
leading teachers
CONN shot a remarkable 26
of 29 from the line, while Coast
Guard hit only 17 of 28.
The game's physical pia)
deprived the CONN fans of see
ing Sawyer play his last horne
game. CONN's star forward
wok an elbow lo the eye, and for
the second game in a row, the
Camels were without Sawyer's
services in the second half.
However. the end result
would not echo the Bates game,
as CONN cruised by the Cadets,
winning by 11 points.
"I can't say enough for
everyone who contributed."
Schoepfer said. When the game
got close [CONN led 57-56 with
5:04 remaining]. we regrouped,
hit a few key shots, and wok the
game. "
With Sawyer out. and Blair
and Hoffman in foul trouble.
Schoepfer looked to his bench.
Led by the inspiring player of
senior forward Sasha Lazor (8
points, 8 rebounds). CONN's
reserve players wok the game
and made it theirs.
Bill Brewer ('89) filled in ad-
mirably for Sawyer scoring
seven points; while senior center
Marty Joyce anchored the swar-
ming Camel defense.
Senior Dave Schner had a
strong all-around performance.
scoring 10 points. pulling down
nine rebounds, and handing out
four assists.
Blair led CONN with 13
points and 10 rebounds.
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j Hockey team
f !wins in semis
~
~ Willface Trinity in t~~ampionship
8 by Julius Ciembroniewicz "Their goalie was really hot
and Rich Komarow tonight," CONN Coach Doug
L-------'G The College Voice Roberts said. "We had our
The Connecticut College hands full."
Men's Hockey Team downed its The visiting Braves finally got
first post-season opponent, on the board, scoring on a
Quinnipiac. by the score of 5-1, breakaway with 5:35 remaining
in Saturday's E.C.A.C. South in the second period.
Region Semifinal at Dayton 'Quinnipiac came out fired
Arena. up for the final period, but
The game turned out to be a despite the Braves inspired play.
battle of goaltenders, and in the they could not put the puck past
opening period, neither team CONN goalie Lou Schwing
seemed able 10 generate much ('89), who registered 32 saves in
offense. the contest.
Each team had several scorin- "Lou was a stopper tonight,"
g opportunities which were Assistant Coach Fran Shields
denied by the excelllent play of said after the game.
the goalies. The Camels sealed the victory
CONN finally broke the in the third period, by scoring
scoreless tie with 3:53 to go in three goals in a six minute span.
the first period, as senior Tim Todd Taplin ('89), John Hut-
Buono took a feed from Jim ch inso n ' ('89), and Rand
Brown ('89), and rifled home his Pecknold ('90) each tallied for
17th goal of the season from the the Camels.
top of the left circle on CONN's "Todd Taplin and John Hut-
second' power play opportunity. chinson had key goals for us,"
Receiving strong defensive Shields said. "We are getting
play from senior Dave Torrey, some production out of a lot of
who handed out several heavy different players."·
hits in the first 20 minutes, CONN will face Trinity in the
CONN stopped the Braves on E.C.A.C. South Championship
their two power plays. on Wednesday in Hartford.
The Camels came out flying in Despite the Camels two losses
the second period, looking to to the Bantams earlier in the
add to their 1-0 lead. Only five regular season, Roberts is confi-
minutes into the period, junior dent that his team can pull out a
Mike Moccia tipped in his 17th win.
goal of the year to make the "We've tried to tell our guys
score 2-0. to relax and have some fun,"
CONN was denied the chance Roberts said. "If everyone is
to pad its lead as the Quinnipiac healthy and in a good frame 0
goalie stopped two breakaway mind, we'll be in the game."
Connecticut Collef(i' Gymnastics Team
CONN gymnasts go out in style
Capture second place at New Englands
b~ Marc LaPlace
Sports Editor
For [he Connecticut College
Women's Gymnastics Team.
last Sunday's New England
Division III Championships
meant more than just the last
meet of the season. With the end
of that meet. so came the end of
the gymnastics team's existence
as part of the athletic program at
Connecticut College.
The CONN gymnasts made
the most of their lasr opportunity
to compete. and captured second
place at the New Englands,
finishing behind Salem State,
and ahead of five other schools.
"This was the best season
we've had." senior co-captain
Kim Ellsasser said. "We didn't
think we would even have a
team this year. so we were glad
that we had the opportunity to
compete. We did well."
The reasons for the team's
cancellation stem from a deci-
sion made last year. concerning
the high risk ofrhe sport. as well
as the need for the gym space
which the gymnastic equipment
occupies.
Three of the nine gymnasts on
CONN's team will be
graduating this year, and two
others will be studying away
next year, making this the final
season that CONN will have an
orgainzed team.
By its performance this
season. the CONN team is likely
to be remembered as one of the
powerhouses of Division III
gymnastics. The Camels earned
a 7~3 overall record (7-1 in New
England Division III)"and beat
its last four opponents before
entering the New England meet.
"We went through the season
with a very distinct strategy in
mind," Coach Bob Gillette said.
"We knew that a serious injury
to any team member would be
devastating because of our lack
nf depth.
"Our approach was to keep
the difficulty level of peoples'
routines down. and concentrate
on good execution of the easier
skiHs. and I believe this strategy
was successful. ..
Gillette pointed out that each
member of the ream "reached
their potent ial at just the right
time--the championship meet."
Ellsasser finished second in
the vault, while fellow co-
captain Vicky Johnson placed
fifth in the same event.
Senior Fritzi Frey, who has
won more post-season awards
than any gymnast in CONN's
history, took third in the bars, as
well as third in the all-around
competition.
Deb Landon ('90) added a
sixth place in the bars, while
Mandy Hartshorne ('90) had a
strong showing in the floor exer-
cises.
Junior Alison Hobart, who
returned from study abroad in
January played a key role in the
Camels success at the meet, and
according to Gillette, "we
would have finished a place
lower without her [Hobart]."
Gillette also praised the con-
tributions of the team's three
freshmen walk-ons--Jen
Kimiatek. Paula Mirto, and
Shelley Stoehr.
Ellsasser summed up her team-
mates' reaction after their final
meet.
"It was really sad to see it
end." Ellsasser said, "but we
felt that we did a good job."
Gillette agrees.
"During the season, the peo-
ple on the team started to
recognize that they could be
really competitive," Gillette
said. "There was a true commit-
ment to going out in style, and I
think they did just that."
Women's squash team whips Wesleyan
by Beth McKiernan
The College Voice
Over the last two weeks of ac-
tion, the Connecticut CoJlege
Women's Squash Team won two
of its three matches, including
the squad's most impressive
outing of the season, a 6-3 vic-
tory over Wesleyan.
Corning off a decisive win
over a less experienced Mount
Holyoke club, CONN faced
Wesleyan for the third time this
season. Since the teams had split
the first two matches, the winner
of this match also claimed the
bragging rights.
"We knew it was going to be
tough," Coach Sheryl Yeary
siad. "It was the best per-
fomance all year. It really made
the season worth it."
Yeary lauded the play of Jen
Schelter ('88), who, according
to Yeary, "had the match of her
life."
Playing at the number two
spot, Schetter beat Wesleyan's
former number one seed.
"This let her [Schelter] see
what she was capable of doing,"
Yeary said, "and she's been
playing excellent squash ever
since ."
Schelter was the only CONN
team member to win a match in
last Tuesday's 8-1 loss to
Vassar, a team which played a
division above CONN at the
Howe Cup.
•'The match was competitve
despite the score," Yeary said.
"It was a four hour ride, and we
had to play right away. We'
played very well considering the
circumstances. "
./
Men's Squash
Surprised by Amherst.
by James J. Saunders
The College Voice
When the Connecticut College
Men's Squash Team traveled to
Amherst last Monday, the
CONN"players expected to face
the Lord Jeffs junior varsity
squad, but what they got was
Amherst's varsity. This surprise
switch led to a not too surprising
loss for the Camels.
Amherst won the match 8-1,
but according to co-captain Jon
Nichols ('89), the score was
misleading.
"We were surprised when we
found out we were playing their
varsity," Nichols said. "Ap-
parently, many of their j.v ,
players were either sick or in-
jured, and unable to play.
"We thought their varsity
would blow us out, but as things
turned out, we hung tough and
played them competitively. It
really wasn't a terrible loss."
The only Camel player' to
come away with a win was Pat
Fischoeder ('90).
"I felt that the score wasn't
really indicative of how we
played," Fischoeder said.
"They were the better team, but
the matches were respectable."
Fischoeder attributed his vic-
tory to hustle and consistency.
"I let my opponent make the
mistakes," Fischoeder said, ad-
ding that the support he got from
his teammates really helped him.
Coach Gene Gallagher com-
mented on the team's perfor-
mance.
"We played well, but not as
well as we are capable of play-
ing," Gallagher said. "We
definitely belonged on the same
court with them, and our play
was not as bad as the 8-1 score
indicates. It was a case where,
simply put, the balance tipped
their way."
Paul Harris ('91) offered his
views on the match.
"I felt we were a little slug-
gish and couldn't get motivated
enough to win the match, but we
weren't expecting to play the
calibre of their varsity. "
Nichols summed up the
Amherst contest.
"They were well coached,
and the stronger team, but their
coach gave us a nice compli-
ment, saying he was impressed
with our play considering we are
such a young squad."
All of the men's squash
players are eager to play their
next match, a tournament
against Bates and Babson. They
feel if they are healthy (many
players, inclu~ng co-captain
Charlie Forbes ('90), have been
fighting the flu), they can come
away with a win.
